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"Mobile bookings are on the increase. More holidaymakers
feel comfortable using their smartphone due to larger

screen sizes and travel brands improving their app and
mobile web functionality. Over time, both the smartphone
and the smart TV should play a greater role in the holiday

planning and booking process, making it a more mobile
and social experience.”

Fergal McGivney, Travel Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Increasing mobile use in the research process
• Mobile bookings are on an upward trend
• Using immersive video in the research process
• Smart TV apps proving relatively popular at this early stage

Consumers are feeling relatively confident despite political unrest, terrorist attacks and air traffic
controller strikes overseas. Both domestic and overseas holidays grew in 2015, and low airfares should
lead to a good year going forward.

As expected, most holiday research and booking is done online (64%). Some 23% of holidaymakers
carry out travel research on a mobile – ie a smartphone or tablet. Overall, research on mobiles is
skewed in favour of those who took a short break (one to three nights); some 27% used a mobile
device to research their holiday compared to 22% of those who went on a long holiday (four or more
nights).

Holiday bookings on smartphones have also increased, rising 3 percentage points from 5% to 8%
between March 2015 and April 2016. Overall, mobile bookings (ie those done on a smartphone or a
tablet) rose 3 percentage points from 13% to 16% in the same time period.

Over the next few years, smartphone bookings should grow. Mintel data shows that some 17% of
16-34s booked their last holiday on a smartphone compared to an 8% average. Smartphone bookings
are practically non-existent among over-45s – just 1% booked their last holiday on one. In addition,
research and booking on internet-enabled smart TVs should increase as more brands release TV apps.
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A third of holidaymakers now research offline
Figure 29: Research sources used, April 2016^
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Figure 31: Booking lead time, by length and destination of holidays taken in the last 12 months, April 2016

An all-in-one Google planning and booking platform could reduce the number of research sources used
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Search engine and review sites most popular online research sources
Figure 34: Online research sources, April 2016

Customer review sites highlight the importance of peer influentials
Figure 35: Those who read reviews on a customer review site, by household income, April 2016
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Figure 36: Price comparison site usage, by household income, April 2016
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Young women are hungry for new destinations
Figure 43: Attitudes towards holiday planning and booking, April 2016

Travel agents can present themselves as time savers, but many see them as outdated

Most people open to receiving customised travel itineraries from brands

Young men most keen on streaming travel videos
Figure 44: Holiday planning and booking behaviours, April 2016

Live streaming video services can add an element of reality and authenticity

360º video gives a more in-depth experience

A quarter of 25-34s have booked via a smart TV app

Peer-to-peer accommodation usage still relatively low among UK consumers

Methodology

Travel agents can leverage live chat messaging to serve holidaymakers
Figure 45: Target groups based on attitudes towards contacts with travel brands – CHAID – Tree output, April 2016
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Figure 47: Best- and worst-case forecast for total holiday volume, 2015-20
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Figure 52: Best- and worst-case forecast for domestic holiday value*, 2015-20
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